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the its a wonderful life
She played George Bailey's daughter in "It's A Wonderful Life," but Karolyn Grimes didn't see the movie for decades. Then "it impacted me in a way I will never forget."

as 'it's a wonderful life' turns 75, karolyn 'zuzu' grimes reflects on the film that belatedly changed her life
One memorable character in Frank Capra's "It's a Wonderful Life" is Zuzu, played by Karolyn Grimes. She gets to say, "Every time a bell rings, an angel gets his wings."

stars of 'it's a wonderful life' look back at the holiday classic film
You can stream a slew of your favorite holiday movies on HBO Max ( Elf! A Christmas Story! National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation!), but if you’re looking to rewatch It’s A Wonderful Life ( not to be

where to watch 'it's a wonderful life' online in 2021
With that said, one of the films that always comes to my mind during this season is the Frank Capra picture — and one of my preferred holiday films — "It’s A Wonderful Life" starring James Stewart and

what was happening in manistee when 'it's a wonderful life' was showing
You may think you know Frank Capra’s 1946 film It’s A Wonderful Life by heart. But with its delightful production of It’s A Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Play, Studio

studio tenn charms with clever 'it's a wonderful life: a live radio play'
It’s a Wonderful Life has become a beloved holiday tradition and marks its 75th anniversary this year. “It’s a good impetus to really keep us going in a positive direction,” former child actor

'it's a wonderful life' actors look back at the 'pick-me-up' classic
For many, It’s A Wonderful Life is the quintessential Christmas movie. George Bailey’s story is filled with life lessons, the importance of community, and a little kid playing carols on the piano.

cloy to the world: 'it's a wonderful life' revisited
As I sit here, typing this on Sunday morning, less than 24 hours after participating in my first 5k road race, parts of my 66-year-old body are barking at me big-time for not sticking to the plan. My

'it's a wonderful life' runs deep in seneca falls, with this columnist
Over the years, there have been a startling number of films that have struggled, or indeed failed, to recoup their budget, unfairly earning the “box office flop” tag. It’s hard to pin down exactly why

23 brilliant films that bombed at the box office, from it’s a wonderful life to this is spinal tap
Cast members of the American Blues Theater’s “It’s A Wonderful Life” perform in-studio. Copyright 2021 Nexstar Media Inc. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten,

listen to the american blues theater's production of 'it's a wonderful life'
It's a Wonderful Life is the most enduring Christmas classic there is. And while it has a memorable lead

performance from star Jimmy Stewart as George Bailey, one of the most famous lines in the movie
see janiezczuz from "it's a wonderful life" now at 866861
Discover all that’s happening, new, and to do in and around Newport this week. This story may be updated as we learn about additional events or listings. Have an event you’d like to see added to this

what’s up this week: it’s a wonderful life, candy cane express, santa cruise, and more
It's been almost two years since I have had the opportunity to give a theatre review. Walking into the Wade James Theatre and seeing the warmly lit stage filled me with nostalgia and hope for what is

review: driftwood players return to live theatre with delightful 'it's a wonderful life' radio play
The "It’s A Wonderful Life" festival took place Sunday afternoon in Seneca Falls. People gathered to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the classic holiday film. Member of the Board of Trustees of

seneca falls celebrates "it’s a wonderful life" festival
A local pastor is a regular speaker at an annual festival in New York celebrating "It’s a Wonderful Life." This year is the movie’s 75th anniversary.

mercer island pastor is regular speaker at annual 'it's a wonderful life' festival
Mr. Potter steals $4000 dollars from George Bailey’s brother, sending Bailey spiraling to near-suicide, but Potter’s the hero?

shapiro insists mr. potter is the real hero of 'it's a wonderful life'
It’s a pastime Jason Middaugh has been enjoying since he was a little boy, and now it’s a passion he shares with his 13-year-old daughter, Jane. Building

vote: cny family’s ‘it’s a wonderful life’ lego replica to become an official set
She was 6 and had already done four movies by the summer of 1946 when filming began on “It’s a Wonderful Life.” The only thing she recalls about the biggest movie of her career was being delighted to

2 stars of 'it's a wonderful life' look back at a classic
It was just another job for child actor Karolyn Grimes. She was 6 and had already done four movies by the summer of 1946 when filming began on “It’s a Wonderful Life.” The only thing she recalls about

two stars of 'it's a wonderful life' look back at holiday classic
It was just another job for child actor Karolyn Grimes. She was 6 and had already done four movies by the summer of 1946 when filming began

stars of 'it's a wonderful life' look back
They all owe their success to TV. Both “It’s a Wonderful Life” (1946) and “A Christmas Carol” (1951) — originally titled “Scrooge” in Britain — were considered disappointments when they were

celebrate 'it’s a wonderful life' and other classics with anniversaries this christmas
Jimmy Stewart as George Bailey in “It’s a Wonderful Life.” CBS via Getty Images Arnold said the revolutionary filmmaker consulted with RKO Pictures special-effects department chief Russell
how ‘it’s a wonderful life’ transformed the art of using fake snow on film
Grimes in ‘It’s a Wonderful Life.’ 2021 sees It’s a Wonderful Life, perhaps the greatest Christmas movie of all time, turn 75. “It is a special year,” enthused Karolyn Grimes, who played

important life lessons we learn from ‘it’s a wonderful life’ as the christmas classic turns 75
While it wasn’t a blockbuster when it was released, “It’s a Wonderful Life” has become the quintessential holiday picture. Paramount is celebrating the film’s 75th anniversary this year

‘it’s a wonderful life’ star thinks the time is right for a sequel
“It’s a Wonderful Life,” Frank Capra’s story about redemption and a life fulfilled, bombed at the box office when it was released in early 1947. The Christmas movie that year that became

for two living actors of ‘it’s a wonderful life,’ the film’s magic still resonates
The cast of It’s A Wonderful Life in rehearsal: (l to r) Evan Zes, Jennifer Bareilles, Michael Preston, Shirine Babb and Gerardo Rodriguez. (Photo by Defining Studios) November 17, 2021/Hartford

father, daughter create ‘it’s a wonderful life’ lego set
“It’s a Wonderful Life,” Frank Capra’s story about redemption and a life fulfilled, bombed at the box office when it was released in early 1947. The Christmas movie that year that became

for living actors of ‘it’s a wonderful life,’ film’s magic still resonates
But when Caitlin DiGiacomo, wife and mother of two young children, sat down to watch her favorite holiday show, “It’s a Wonderful Life,” that year, she realized that though her husband

‘it’s a wonderful life’ rings bell for 75th anniversary as a holiday tradition for area families
The cast of It’s A Wonderful Life in rehearsal: (l to r) Evan Zes, Jennifer Bareilles, Michael Preston, Shirine Babb and Gerardo Rodriguez. (Photo by Defining Studios) November 17, 2021/Hartford

hartford stage’s it’s a wonderful life: a live radio play
When “It’s a Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Play” opens at 8 p.m. Friday in the Mainstage space in Barboursville, audience members will “feel transported to the 1940s” when they arrive

‘it’s a wonderful life’ stretches its wings as a radio play
“It’s a joyful story, a wonderful script and very flexible,” Hartford Stage Artistic Associate Rachel Alderman says of “It’s A Wonderful Life,” the theater’s choice to raise spirits